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The central role and significance of the self and personal agency is now being accounted for within explanations of workplace learning. In this chapter, these contributions to understanding how workplace learning progresses are identified and discussed. In particular, it elaborates a view of learning premised upon individuals’ construal (i.e. perception or making meaning of) and construction of (i.e. generating knowledge) what is afforded them in workplace settings. This process is explained as comprising a relational interdependence between personal and social factors and contributions. This elaboration is aimed to inform both workplace pedagogies and personal epistemologies at and for work. The key argument is that what constitutes work is negotiated between institutional facts (Searle, 1995) and other social forms (Valsiner, 1998) that constitute the social experience (Harré, 1995), on the one hand, and individuals ‘cognitive experience’ on the other. Given this, it is necessary to identify and elaborate the bases of these negotiations and their role in what constitutes learning through work and the remaking of that work. So, these personal-social processes have both personal and social legacies: individual development and cultural remaking and transformation. The processes are held to be interdependent: each requiring the other. However, rather than mutual or equally exercised in the negotiations the relationship is relational, with different emphases and contributions being afforded in different ways by the exercise of individual and social agency.

"… personality becomes socially guided and individually constructed in the course of human life. People are born as potential persons, the process of becoming actual persons takes place through individual transformations of social experience" (Harré 1995: 373).

The chapter progresses its case through sections headed: Learning through and for work, Personal subjectivity and agency at work, Premises for negotiating between the objective and subjective (Psychological accounts, Sociological and philosophical accounts), Workplace participatory practices (Workplace affordances and Individual engagement), Individual engagement premised on relational interdependence with social agency and, finally, Workplace transformations and individuals’ remaking of practice.